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Abstract
Background: Apical Membrane antigen 1 (AMA-1) is positioned on the sur-

face of merozoite and it may play a role in attack to red blood cells. The main
aim of present study was to determine the genetic variation, as well as, to detect
of selection at domain I of AMA-1 gene Plasmodium vivax isolates in Iran.
Methods: Blood samples were collected from 58 patients positive for P. vivax,
mono infection and the domain I of AMA-1 gene was amplified by nested PCR
and then sequenced.
Results: A total 33 different haplotypes were identified among 58 Iranian sequences. The 23 new haplotypes were determined in this study that was not reported previously in other regions of the world. There were totally observed 36
point mutations at the nucleotide level in the analyzed sequences. Sequences
analyses indicated 25 amino acid changes at 20 positions in which 5 sites
demonstrated thrimorphic polymorphism and the others were dimorphic in the
domain I of the Iranian PvAMA-1 isolates.
Conclusion: Our findings indicated relatively high level of allelic diversity at the
domain I of PvAMA-1 among P.vivax isolates of Iran. Since, PvAMA-1 is considering as vaccine candidate antigen, these data provide valuable information
for the development of a PvAMA-1 based malaria vaccine.
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Introduction

M

alaria remains one of the major
infectious diseases in the world.
Plasmodium vivax is the main
cause of malaria in Asia, South America and
Oceania and is also responsible for approximately 80-300 million cases of malaria per year
in the world (1, 2). In 2011 totally 3271 clinical malaria cases were reported by Iranian Malaria Control Department in Disease Management Center and Prevention and more than
90% of them were related to P. vivax (Center
for Diseases Management and Control, Tehran, Iran, unpublished data). Most of vivax malaria cases were reported from Sistan –
Baluchistan and Hormozgan provinces located
in southeast and south of Iran bordering with
Pakistan and Afghanistan countries (3).
Because of widespread existence of chloroquine resistant parasites and resistant vectors
against insecticides, beyond the lack of universal effective vaccine, so production of an efficient local, regional and universal vivax malaria
vaccine is an important priority for control of
the infection.
Apical Membrane Antigen 1 (AMA-1) is
positioned on the surface of merozoite and
may play a role in attack to red blood cells (4,
5). The AMA-1 protein has three domains and
domain I plays an important role in stimulating immune system mechanisms against malaria infection.
AMA-1 is applied in combination with vaccines against both falciparum and vivax malaria
in the world (6, 7). However, a significant proinflammatory immunity and antibodies were
elicited by PvAMA-1 (8, 9). One of the challenging obstacles to access efficient vaccine
against malaria is the genetic variation of vaccine candidate antigens including AMA-1 in
various parts of the world. Detecting the polymorphisms of AMA-1 is the main priority to
overcome this problem in the endemic malaria
countries (10, 11).
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Previous study on the AMA-1 Plasmodium
falciparum in Iran revealed polymorphism and
presence significantly non synonymous substitutions in Iranian isolates (12). The main objective of the present study was to determine
the genetic variation, as well as, to detect of
natural selection at domainI of AMA-1 gene P.
vivax isolates in Iran. These data could be useful for manufacturing of vivax malaria vaccine.

Materials and Methods
Study area and blood sample collection

Iran with low malaria endemicity is located
in the Middle- East Region. The malaria transmission mainly occurs in Sistan-Baluchistan
and Hormozgan provinces located in the
south and southeast of the country respectively. Both autochthonous and imported malaria have been reported in these areas (13).
This study was conducted in Sistan-Baluchistan and Hormozgan provinces. The majority
of malaria cases (90%) caused by P. vivax occur in this regions (12).
Blood samples were collected from 58 confirmed patients positive for P. vivax, mono
infection, by light microscopic examination of
Giemsa-stained films at the health care centers
in the study regions. After obtaining informed
consent, 1.5 ml venous blood was taken from
each patient in EDTA containing tubes and
then stored in laboratory at -20 °C until DNA
extraction. This study was approved by Ethical Committee of Alborz University of Medical Sciences, Karaj, Iran.

DNA extraction, PvAMA-1 amplification
by PCR and DNA sequence

Plasmodium genomic DNA was obtained
from 200 µl of the peripheral blood sample
using a QIAamp DNA blood mini kit (Qiagen,
Germany). A nested PCR amplification was
carried out to amplify the partial PvAMA-
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1gene using Pfu DNA polymerase (Bioneer,
Korea) and PVAF11 (5′-AGAATTCCAGCTGGAAGATG-3′) and PVAR11 (5′- TCCTAAATTTTTACGGGGGCA-3′) primers (14). The amplification fragment for initial PCR was performed as follows: initial denaturation at 95 °C
for 5 min followed by 40 cycles with denaturation at 94 °C for 1 min, annealing at 55 °C for
1 min , extension at 72 °C for 1 min and longation extension at 72 °C for 5 min. The first
PCR product was applied as template in nested PCR to amplify the 390 bp region which
contained domain I of the PfAMA-1 gene
with PVAF5 (5′- GTTAGCTTCTTAAGACCTGTGGCT-3′) and PVAR5 (5′- TCCTAAAT-

primers. The product
was analyzed on 1.2% agarose gel. After purification, the gene fragments were directly sequenced on both strands by An-F and An-R
primers in the Sequetech DNA Sequencing
Service, California, USA.
TTTTACGGGGGCA -3′)

Sequence analysis

Nucleotide sequences were checked using
Chromas software version 2.33 (http://www.technelysium.com.au/chromas.html)
and
aligned by ClustalW program (http://www.genome.jp tools/clustalw).The nucleotide similarities was determined using Blast (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast) among the 58
Iranian sequences with previously deposited P.
vivax AMA-1 in the GenBank database. The
number of segregating (polymorphic) sites (S)
and nucleotide diversity, Pi (π), which is the
average number of nucleotide changes per site
between any two sequences, as well as the
number of haplotypes (H) and haplotype diversity (Hd) were obtained using DNASP
software version 5.10.01 (15). The distribution
of genetic variation across domain I of AMA1 gene was measured by the sliding window
method, estimating π on a moving window of
100 base pairs with a step size of 25 sites. Nucleotide variation and statistical analysis were
investigated by MEGA software version 4.0
(16). The number of synonymous (dS) and
nonsynonymous (dN) nucleotide diversity
538

within species were estimated with use of the
Nei and Gojobori method (17). The complete
sequence of AMA-1 gene of P. vivax Sal1
strain (Accession No. XM_001615397) was
applied to detect nucleotide and amino acid
position numbers. Since the Plasmodium cynmology is the closest species to P. vivax, so the partial AMA-1 sequence of this parasite (Accession No.X86099) was used to analyze some of
neutrality tests as an outgroup species. Tajima’s D test statistics (18) was used to determine any departure from neutrality. To calculate the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous changes within and between species, the
McDonald-Kreitman (MK) test was applied as
a test of neutrality (19). Fisher’s exact test was
used to detect any significant non randomness,
and the deviation from randomness was calculated as the neutrality Index (20).

Results
A total of 58 allele sequences of the AMA1 gene were identified from all clinical vivax
malaria patients. Out of 58 subjects 40 (69%)
and 18 (31%) were belonged to SistanBaluchistan and Hormozgan provinces respectively. The 389 bp in length, belonging to
domain I (corresponding to 352-738 bp region
of AMA-1 gene of Sal1 accession number:
156098862) was amplified by nested PCR and
sequenced among the Iranian southern P. vivax isolates. There was no observed size polymorphism in nested PCR and all isolates exhibited approximately 400 bp fragments in gel
electrophoresis. A total 33 different haplotypes were identified among 58 sequences (Fig.
1). Twenty three new haplotypes were determined in this study that had not been reported
previously in other regions of the world. Haplotypes 6 and 28 illustrated the most frequency
with 6 copies, whereas the other 21 haplotypes
were unique with single copies (Fig. 1).We totally observed 36 point mutations at the nucleotide level in the analyzed sequences.
Among 389 bp analyzed samples the 24 varia-
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ble (polymorphic) nucleotide sites were exhibited with 6 and 18 sites singleton and parsimony informative, respectively. Among 24
variable nucleotides positions, only two sites
were thrimorphic, while, the others were dimorphic. Haplotype and nucleotide diversity
of the sequenced AMA-1 region are illustrated
in Fig. 1. Sequences analyses indicated 25
amino acid changes at 20 positions in which 5

sites demonstrated thrimorphic polymorphism
and the others were dimorphic in the domainI
(Fig. 1). Our nucleotide sequences are available in the GenBank database, under the accession numbers JX 845357 to JX845414
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). The phylogenetic
analysis of the 33 haplotypes reported in this
research and selected isolates from several
countries is indicated in Fig. 2.

Fig.1: Polymorphic nucleotids (left) and amino acids (right) are exhibited in 58 Iranian PvAMA-1 domain I
isolates. The total number of sequences for each haplotype is indicated in parenthesis. Nucleotide and amino
acid position numbers are shown vertically above each variable site. Dots illustrate the same nucleotide and
amino acid as in haplotype 1.H shows haplotype

Nucleotide diversity and genetic differentiation

The haplotype and nucleotide diversity of
58 isolates were 0.969±0.01 and 0.01415±0.001,
respectively. The average number of pairwise
nucleotide differences (K) was 5.446. Further
analyses with sliding window plot (window
length 100 bp and a step size 25 bp) of
DNASP revealed π diversity ranging from 0 to
0.02. Maximum diversity was appeared between nucleotide position 200 to 275 and then
300 to 350 bp (Fig 3). The rate of non-
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synonymous to synonymous substitution was
3.28 (Z-test: P<0.05). The value of Tajimas D
neutrality tests was -0.09741 by considering
all mutation. Minimum rate of recombination
events between adjacent polymorphic sites
(RM) was 7, whereas R between adjacent sites
(Ra) and per gene (Rb) was 0.08 and 5, respectively. The LD index R2 for Iranian isolates
was also indicated to decline with increasing
distance between pairs of nucleotides sites
across the entire 389 bp region (Fig. 4).
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Fig.2: Neighbor-Joining tree of the AMA-1 haplotypes with use of Tamura 3-parameter distance in MEGA
version 4.0 software. The numbers on the nods of tree illustrate the proportion of bootstrap values based on
to 1000 replications. In addition, the haplotypes identified in this research (H1–H33) and a Strain of P. vivax
Sal1 (XM_001615397), Eight isolates from several countries were used in phylogenetic tree construction, containing FJ784891: Thailand, AF171273: Philippine, EF218701: Seri Lankan, EU282774- FJ491062-AF171254:
India, AF357212: Korea, EF031154: Brazil. The partial AMA-1 sequence of P.cynmology (X86099) was applied
as an outgroup species
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Pi

Ps=1) and between species (Dn=13, Ds=31)
MK test using indicated an access of intraspecific nonsynonymous changes relative to nonsynonymous substitution from the P. cynmology
as outgroup species (neutrality index = 47.892
and P=0.000001 two-tailed fisher exact test).

Discussion

Fig.3: Sliding window plot of nucleotide variation.
Pi(p) across the PvAMA-1 domain I in Iranian
isolates with a window length 100 base pair and a
step size of 25 base pair
R^2

Fig.4: The association analysis of linkage disequilibrium (LD) index (R2) and nucleotide distance
among the pairs of sites in 58 Iranian P.vivax isolates. The R2 values are plotted against the nucleotide distance with two-tailed Fisher’s exact test.
The declines of LD index value with increasing
nucleotide distances show that intragenic recombination may appear within the isolates. The pairs
of sites that indicate statistically significant linkage
disequilibrium are demonstrated as dark marks,
while the other pairs of sites are characterized by
faint-colored marks

Compare of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution within species (Pn=25,
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Analysis of genetic diversity supplies information about that how different haplotypes
are generated and maintained in the population.
Since immune selection pressure might
play an important role in structuring the variation of highly polymorphic proteins, therefore
genetic study of P. vivax population in endemic regions are necessary for development
of effective vaccines. In this research, data
were collected from Iranian isolates to contribute to make a better image of the vaccine
candidate haplotypes circulating in Iran and to
compare these results with previous studies.
Sequence analysis of the 58 Iranian sequences indicated that they were identified
into 33 different haplotypes. The number of
haplotypes identified among Iranian isolates is
lower than those reported from Sri Lanken
isolates (15 haplotypes in 23 isolates) (11) and
Indian isolates (49 haplotypes in 61 isolates)
(21) but is higher than Myanmar isolates (34
haplotypes in 76 isolates) (14) and Venezuela
isolates (20 haplotype in 73 isolates) (22).
Moreover, the genetic diversity, as calculated
by the haplotype diversity at domain I AMA-1
locus, is higher among the Iranian P. vivax isolates (0.969) than Iranian P. falciparum isolates
(0.958) (12). The more Haplotype diversity
findings in P. vivax comparing with P. falciparum are consistent with the study conducted in
Venezuela (22). Besides, analyses of the
PvAMA-1 sequences illustrated that the level
of π (nucleotide diversity) at domain I among
the Iranian P. vivax isolates (π =0.01415) is
higher than Sri Lanka (π =0.0092), while
slightly lower than Myanmar (π=0.018) and
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India isolates (π=0.018) (11, 14, 21). Meanwhile it is nearly similar to reported polymorphism (π=0.01406) in Sistan- Baluchistan
Province of Iran isolates (23). This information could be indicative of genetic polymorphisms occurring at domain I in P. vivax
isolates of southern Iran. The rate of non
synonymous to synonymous substitution in
the Iranian isolates was 3.287 for all 58 sequences identifying that the domain I of
PvAMA-1 isolates is impressed by positive
natural selection. It has been assumed that
synonymous substitutions in malaria parasites
are effectively neutral (24). Likewise, higher
rate of higher nonsynonymous substitutions at
domain I PvAMA-1 antigen could be considered as reaction of parasite to the host’s immune system and results from positive immune selection pressure for antigenic diversity
(25).
The Tajimas D test (-0.09741) indicated departure from neutrality. A negative Tajimas D
presently found, implies an access of low frequency polymorphism suggesting population
size expansion and/or positive selection (18).
Indeed, our findings also demonstrated
that recombination events have contributed to
the observed diversity of PvAMA-1 among
Iranian isolates collected from hypoendemic
region. This is supported by decline of LD
index R2 with increasing nucleotide distance.
However, this finding suggests that intragenic
recombination may play a role in the increased
diversity observed at domain I of Iranian P.
vivax isolates.
Findings of The MK test demonstrated significant departure from neutrality with an excess of intraspecific non synonymous changes
relative to non synonymous polymorphisms
from P. cynomolgi that indicate polymorphisms
in the AMA-1gene are maintained by diversifying selection. Indeed, the occurred excess of
non synonymous relative to synonymous substitutions is accounted as evidence of positive
natural selection (26).
In our study area, the malaria transmission
is unstable. Since, sexual development of para542

site life cycle occurs in the mosquito midgut; it
seems that sexual outcross and recombination
events are related to the intensity of malaria
transition.
However, these data may reveal that recombination plays a role in generating haplotype diversity in P.vivax AMA-1 in areas with
low transmission rates. It seems that rare recombinant haplotypes emerged within the
Iranian population is highly selectively advantageous or that new haplotypes emerged by
recombination in areas of higher endemicity
(including Pakistan and Afghanistan) moved
into the Iranian population.
Similar findings are reported about P. falciparum AMA-1 from Thai and Iranian isolates
(12, 27, 28). The sequences analysis indicates
significant departure from neutrality on the
basis of excess intra specific non synonymous
substitution relative to non-synonymous
changes from P. cynomology. These findings
may suggest that polymorphisms found in domain I of PvAMA-1 are maintained by positive selection, mostly due to host immune
pressure. The effects of intragenic recombination and natural selection on the observed genetic diversity in Iranian isolates are consistent
with findings of previous studies (10, 11, 21,
22).
Considering the important role of natural
selection in polymorphism of proteins, it cannot be accepted that a single strain could be
applied as represent of haplotypes circulating
worldwide and, therefore, as an outcome it
will not be effective in all endemic regions.
The phylogenetic analysis of Iranian haplotypes with the numbers of previously haplotypes documented in GenBank (www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) indicates no significant geographic clustering of the isolates of Iran. It
seems domainI PvAMA-1 exhibits limited genetic diversity within geographic regions. This
finding is consistent with data reported in Seri
Lanka (11). Since, the promising AMA-1 protein candidate for development vaccine is polymorphic and the generated immune reactions
might be more effective against parasites into
Available at: http://ijpa.tums.ac.ir
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accounted in the particular vaccine. Therefore,
our data together with previous studies on the
PvAMA-1 locus based on the regional identification of AMA-1 sequences could be equally
effective in protecting against vivax malaria in
different endemic settings around the world.

3.

Conclusion
We report here the genetic diversity of
PvAMA-1 among Iranian isolates. Our findings indicate relatively high level of nucleotides and haplotype diversity at the domain I
of PvAMA-1 among P.vivax isolates of Iran.
Since, PvAMA-1 is considering as vaccine
candidate antigen, these data are valuable for
the development of a PvAMA-1 based malaria
vaccine.
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